We all know what is meant by paranormal events. However, given that they remain beyond the ability of science to explain, a definitive definition remains elusive.

For some people, “ghosts” are the result of suggestion; a noise or breeze added to a sense of paranoia or fear that leads to a trick of the mind.

For others, they are the manifestation of a moment of fear, suspended in time; the memory of a terrible event, repeated for all eternity—something dead which seems alive.

It is difficult to arrive at a single interpretation of the varied experiences of so many individual observers. And how can we trust what our senses tell us, when it is only too clear that our senses are easily duped or manipulated?

Witch hunts and exorcisms have been documented throughout history, and to this day religions endure which profess belief in different deities and demons. We believe in love, we adhere to values, respect moral imperatives, ethics and the rules governing personal relationships, but can be really speak of the existence of these commonly held concepts? We believe in many immaterial, imaginary, intangible or inexplicable things. But we make them real.

In this edition, we will explore the inexplicable, phenomena that dwell in the subconscious, as if the nature of our collective memory has taught us that, deep within us, the paranormal does indeed exist. Welcome to Revolutionart Paranormal.
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There exists a great industrial complex abandoned since the communist period in Czechoslovakia and condemned to ruin.

The locked doors and other signs of abandonment show how the site has been forgotten, while the hazardous nature of the installations means they remain closed to the public.

While I was there, I understood the message within those walls, whispered in the silence, a sensation heightened by the sound of each of my footfalls.

What follows is a compilation of the macabre emotions sensed in that place and caught on video.
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"I became insane, with long intervals of horrible sanity."

- Edgar Allan Poe
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How to join the next edition? :
Follow the guidelines at www.RevolutionartMagazine.com
WANNA BUY SOMETHING COOL?
WE’VE GOT T-SHIRTS!

many models, many designs
visit our shop:
www.revolutionartmagazine.com/shop

FOLLOW US UNTIL THE END OF TIME
Life’s like a Cartoon
by Cath Hermans | www.cathhermans.nl
BE A REAL MODEL FOR A REAL MAGAZINE

This is the best place to expose your talent. A showcase for photographers, models, make up artists and fashion designers. Send your best shoots to Revolutionart Magazine until the deadline.

http://www.revolutionartmagazine.com/how_to_participate.html
Design & Inspiration

HOTEL SHANGRI LA

Discover the inspiring design in one of the best hotels in Thailand.

It occupies an special space besides the Chao Praya river in the heart of Bangkok.
Sometimes Art Could be Really Boring
On unkind city streets an off-key derelict liberates a device empowering him to create a symphony out of the world around him. When the orchestra becomes as big as the city itself, will The Maestro still be able to control his world of sound?

Directed by Adam Anthony

Two inspectors interrogate an entertainer, who discovers that breaking the law is no laughing matter. Directed by Steve Mitchell

Movie Extra Tropfest Australia Finalist 2012
HOW TO SUPPORT OUR MOVEMENT

Put a link to revolutionartmagazine.com wherever you want to start a revolution.
Promote our posters in your school, academy, university or job.
Encourage your friends to participate in the next edition.
Follow Revolutionart news and activities in internet.
Retweet, follow, share, like and invite new artists to join us.
SPREAD THE WORLD
Do you have a music project? Send your project’s name, country, style, a picture and a direct link to listen your music to hola@publicistas.org with the subject “MUSIC”.

Click on the links to hear some cool music from around the world:

**CHAPEAU CLAQUE**
Country: Germany
Style: Songwriter
Listen: http://vimeo.com/51864225

**BIRDY**
Country: United Kingdom
Style: Acoustic
Listen: http://youtu.be/hCmLzlWwk_o

**FKA TWIGS**
Country: United Kingdom
Style: Elektro
Listen: http://youtu.be/kFtMl-uipA8

**METRONOMY**
Country: United Kingdom
Style: Alternative/elektro
Listen: http://youtu.be/sFrNsSnk8GM

**MORIARTY**
Country: France
Style: Indie
Listen: http://youtu.be/Bv8FuWxfahE

**GRAMATIK RETROSPECT**
Country: Slovenia
Style: Elektro/hiphop
Listen: http://youtu.be/mUnMOG8xKsg
Country: Thailand
Style: Rock/metal
Listen: http://www.reverbnation.com/retrospectband
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Style: Elektro/hiphop
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IPHONE APP MAGNETS
Decorative and modern accessories for any enviroment.
http://tinyurl.com/l96ypk6

LED CRYSTAL SKULL DOORKNOB
Beautiful and innovative crystal skull with led light
http://tinyurl.com/m8mq6dn

STAR WARS: DARTH VADER LIGHTSABER CHOPSTICK
This will help you eat chinese food from the dark side.
http://tinyurl.com/n6f9apx

SOCIAL MATIC
The instagram concept taken to reality.
http://tinyurl.com/aejmbc
SEALLINE URBAN BACKPACK
Reliable all-weather protection for bike commuters, it’s becoming a favorite for a wide range of other uses too. New suspension provides increased versatility and comfort.

http://tinyurl.com/k5tqna7

GOOGLE GLASS
The interactive glasses of Google. Full HD recording, wifi, and many sharing options. Future is here.

http://www.google.com/glass/start/

POCKET DJ PAD
Beautiful eye-catching device by Korean brand JD Sound is a portable DJ pad that has no need to be connected to a computer or a power supply.

www.jdsound.co.kr

SE MARK TREMONTI
In both Creed and Alter Bridge, Mark Tremonti made a name for himself as a heavy rock player with melodic strength. The SE Mark Tremonti was designed to Mark’s specifications, providing a quality, single-cutaway guitar.

http://tinyurl.com/lyska8w

DESIGN CORNER

Send your design products to hola@publicistas.org
ANNOUNCE YOUR PRODUCTS HERE

www.revolutionartmagazine.com/advertise

WE LOVE DESIGNERS

If you have a design related product send a sample to Revolutionart.

hola@publicistas.org

Click here to contact us!
a fine selection of humour
presented by Chisen
ORDER YOUR PRINTED EDITIONS
Look for the ORDER PRINT link near every edition.

www.RevolutionartMagazine.com/download.html
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Info for Museums, Exhibitions, Festivals, Art collectors and Art Sellers

Revolutionart is read in almost every country on the planet. The readers are sophisticated people from the world of art, design, advertising, fashion, photography and modeling. Art collectors, brand lovers, trend followers. Since students to famous professionals recognized worldwide.

Advertise on Revolutionart means to present your ideas to this great community and remain ETERNALLY in editions that will continue rolling around the world.

If you are interested to make advertisement on Revolutionart ask for our services and rates:

hola@publicistas.org

WHY DO ADVERTISE ANY OTHER WAY?
WE ARE HUNTING FOR NEW TALENTS

Join the next edition of Revolutionart
Now you can order a printed copy of Revolutionart anywhere in the world. No matter where you are.

Look for the “ORDER PRINT” link near every edition and start collecting all your favorite issues!
YOUR REVOLUTIONART MAGAZINE COMES WITH

THIS POSTER

HELP OUR MOVEMENT BY SHARING IT

www.RevolutionartMagazine.com
HOW TO JOIN US IN THE NEXT EDITION

// Send your artwork in high quality, 300dpi jpg with name, country, e-mail, and website to hola@publicistas.org
// It could be computer generated, photography, hand made draw, photomanipulation, vector, raster, scanned or any image related to the next issue's theme.

ART CONTRIBUTORS:
// Send your artworks in high quality, 300dpi jpg with name, country, e-mail, and website to hola@publicistas.org
// Size:
  Horizontal art: 1280 x 765 pixels
  Vertical art: 640 x 765 pixels
// It could be computer generated, photo, hand made draw, photomanipulation, vector, raster, scanned or any image from your creativity related to the next theme.

OTHERS: Revolutionart Models, Music, and RevolutionAd works not necessarily have to be related.

DEADLINE: NOV 15, 2013